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Introduction

Please accept this document as a response to the call for feedback by Wollongong City Council
in response to their proposal to establish the “Grand Pacific Walk” (GPW). The Thirroul
Village Committee (TVC) discussed this concept at a recent meeting and decided to endorse the
concept and the plans as put forward to date, especially as a way to encourage family based
tourism. This document reports on the potential changes and improvements to the current
cycleway through Thirroul that could be considered in the planning process of the GPW. This
report is based on the observations on current use of the cycleway and its future use, especially
in relation to the safety of the most vulnerable of cyclists, small children. All maps herein are
courtesy of Google.
Cycleway through Thirroul

The current Cycleway through Thirroul is shown on the adjoining map. There are two primary
points of concern. The concerns relate to the condition of one section of the cycleway and the
section of road at which currently no cycleway exists.
Part A of this report discusses the section between the foot of Kennedys Hill and Thirroul
Beach where there are several difficult and in many ways dangerous sections. Specifically
theses are at locations (1) at Henley road/LHD intersection and (2) the Flanigans Creek
bridge on the adjoining map. These are discussed in detail below, along with a proposal for rerouting the Cycleway around these sections.
Part B of this report relates to the use of the existing roadway as a cycleway from the southern
end of Thirroul Beach through to the Northern end of McCauleys Beach. This is the blue
section of roadway in the lower part of the map.

As the Cycleway crosses McCauley Hill marked (3) on the map there are a series of four sharp
right angle corners. These corners are difficult for small cyclists. There is no formed footpath
along this section. Also this road provides access to residents of McCauleys Hill and as well
as visitors to McCauleys Beach and as such it is subject to low to moderate volumes of traffic.
Let’s further examine at each of these points in detail.

Figure 1 Thirroul Cycleway

Part A. Between Henley Road and Thirroul Beach

Some Thirroul residents who have experience with the whole cycleway claim that this is
arguably the most dangerous section. This claim mainly relates to the nine right angle bends
and the associated dangers from negative camber that can direct small cyclists into the path of
traffic.
Henley Road/LHD intersection

After a relatively steep, bumpy descent, the right angle bend at the bottom of Kennedys Hill can
be difficult to negotiate. The Cycleway crosses Henley Road with a series of four right angle
turns. Any misjudgement of these corners can result in a fall or worse.

Figure 2 Corner at the bottom of Kennedys Hill

This section of the cycleway is not used by older cyclists, who prefer to use the smoother road
for a fast descent. This is partly because of the width of “spare” road available for cyclists
between the white line and gutter as shown in the above photo. LHD is actually wide enough
for two lanes each way but has only being marked as one lane each way to match the rest of
Thirroul. Therefore majority of users of this bumpy downhill section of the cycleway are
cycling families and pedestrians. This combination of four right angle bends is difficult to
negotiate for small children

Figure 3 Crossing Henley Road at the bottom of Kennedys Hill

Flanigans Creek Bridge

Figure 4 Cycleway at Flanigans Creek from north

When approaching the Flanigans Creek Bridge from the north, the cyclist often has to hurry
across the road towards the blue car in the picture, and then turn sharp right. The cyclist then
encounters a deceptively steep short downhill gradient , to a sharp left hand turn, in the middle
of which is a moderate camber which steers cyclists towards the road and edge of the footpath.

This corner in Figure 5 combines four elements of threat for a young cyclist.
•
•

Downhill,

•

Busy road ahead,

•

sharp corner and

•

negative camber

Then a further ten metres on there is another difficult corner as shown here.

Figure 5 Flanigans Creek Bridge from South

As shown in the previous picture the negative camber in proximity with LHD continues across
the bridge. A second narrow sharp corner with a dip in the middle (to allow access to the
roadway on one side) and a series of poles and a wire mess covered drop into the creek on the
other side presents a risk to young cyclists proceeding towards the beach.
Also, as this footpath provides the main access route for Pedestrians heading to the Thirroul
main Beach from Thirroul North, this section of path and especially this corner as shown above
can become very crowded.

Figure 6 Approaching Flanigans Creek Bridge from the south

The Cycleway is to the right of this photo. The Bridge is at the end of the road, to the right. As
shown in the photo, most adult cyclists prefer to use the Road. It is wider, smoother and
simply convenient. The section of Cycleway towards and across Flanigans Creek is mainly
used by pedestrians and families with young children.

The Solution

The TVC propose the construction of a new bridge, downstream of the Road Bridge and
redirect the cycleway to the route in yellow

This will provide a new safer route for cyclists and pedestrians alike. This will deliver many
benefits for tourism in Thirroul.
1. Joins the northern and southern beach reserves
2. Provides access to all amenities for picnickers using the northern section
3. Increase utilisation of northern reserve
4. Links in picnic shelters and car park into the cycleway
5.

Provides safer route for young cyclists away from difficult corners

6. Provides ideal off street car parking for cycling families
7. Removes the existing pedestrian, car and cycle point of confluence at the Esplanade &
LHD
8. Moves cyclists away from two busy beach access intersections on Lawrence Hargrave
Drive
9. The underutilised car park will provides an ideal start and end point for cycling families

The key issue is the cost of a Bridge. This could involve building a lightweight bridge suitable
for pedestrians and cyclists with a span of no more than 20 -25 metres. The creek at this point
is shallow and the sandy bottom appears to be suitable for driven poles.

The bridge could appear as:-

Figure 7 The new Bridge across Flanigans Creek – painting by Christine Hill.

This will be a replace one of the many Bridges that precede it in History as shown by this photo
Circa 1910

Figure 8 Bridge across Flanigans Creek 1910

This aerial view of Thirroul from the south shows how the beach reserve is shaped around and
dissected by Flanigans creek

Figure 9 Aerial view of Thirroul Beach Courtesy of Davart

This photo below shows the beach parking at Thirroul on a busy day in 2007.

Figure 10 Entrance to Thirroul Beach January 2007

This photo is a close-up from Figure 10 of picnickers in what appears to be the last available
spot

Figure 11 Picnickers with arguably the worst and last spot

This photo was taken a few minutes later on the same day. Note the empty northern section of
the Beach.

Figure 12 View from Jones Lane Lookout

Figure 13 View from Jones Lane lookout in 1907

The Jones Lane Route

A second route for consideration would be to link Jones Road and Jones Lane as shown by the
pink line on the map adjacent.
This would involve the additional cost of building a path up the hill at the end of Jones Road. It
would offer three distinct benefits.
1. Eliminate the steepest section of the descent of Kennedys Hill from the Cycleway.
2. Provide an excellent view of Thirroul Beach, Sandon Point, Brokers Nose and Mount
Keira from the end of the lane as shown in Figure 12 above.
3. With a plinth containing an engraved plaque of the print from 1907 as shown in Figure
13, provide an interesting historical comparison of Thirroul over time.

Part B. Across McCauleys Hill

From the Southern end of the Thirroul Beach Reserve to the northern end of McCauleys Beach
there is actually no cycleway or walkway. Cyclists use the road. Pedestrians use the grass
verge. This has been adequate to date because a series of sharp bends keep vehicular speed to a
minimum. These sharp beds also will provide a risk to cyclists with higher traffic loads. The
TVC suggests that this issue requires further investigation by Council engineers.

Figure 14 Looking east at the corner of Surfers Parade and Craig Street

Figure 15 Looking east at the corner of Tasman Parade and Hamilton St.

